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Abstract

The new differential algebraic (DA) techniques allow very efficient
treatment and understanding of nonlinear motion in optical systems aa
well as circular accelerators. To utilize these  techniques in their most
general way, a powerful software environment is  essential.

A language with structure elements similar  to PASCAL was devel-
oped. It hae  object oriented features to allow for a direct utilization
of the elementary operations of the DA package. The compiler of the
language is written in FORTRAN 77 to guarantee wide portability.

The language WBB  used to write a very general beam optics code,
COSY INFINITY. At its lowest level, it allows the computation of
the maps of standard beam line elements including fringe fields and
system parameters to arbitrary order. The power of the DA approach
coupled with an adequate language environment reveals itself in the
very limited length of COSY INFINITY of only a few hundred lines.
Grouping of elements a~  well as structures for optimieation  and study
are readily available through the features of the language,

Because of the openness of the approach, it offers a lot of power
for more advanced purposes. For example, it is very easy to construct
new particle optical elements. There are also many ways to efficiently
manipulate and analyze the maps.

1 Introduction

The quest for aberrations of optical systems is as  old as optics itself.  In
practice, however, it has  so far been possible to obtain accurate values for
aberrations of particle optical systems only to relatively low orders and only
for very special fields. There are several third order codes [I, 2,3,4,5]  and
one fifth order code [6]  that allow the computation of aberrations of optical
systems. The DA techniques discussed in another paper in this issue [7]
and in previous papers [8, 9, lo] for the first time provides a concise and
powerful framework that allows the computation of arbitrary order maps
depending on arbitrarily many variables including system parameters. So
DA techniques are the tool to a general yet elegant unified theory of optical
aberrations.

The usefulness of the concept in practice is intimately related to the need
for powerful new software algorithms and strategies. In this paper, we want
to discuss some of the application oriented challenges associated with the
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